Complex low-copy repeats associated with a common polymorphic inversion at human chromosome 8p23.
To characterize a submicroscopic, common 8p23 polymorphic inversion, we constructed a complete BAC/PAC-based physical map covering the entire 4.7-Mb inversion and its flanking regions. Two low-copy repeats (LCRs), REPD (approximately 1.3 Mb) and REPP (approximately 0.4 Mb), were identified at each of the inversion breakpoints. Comparison of the REPD and REPP sequences revealed that REPD showed high homology to REPP, with complex direct and inverted orientations. REPD and REPP contain six and five olfactory receptor gene-related sequences, respectively. LCRs at 8p23 showed multiple FISH signals from an Old World monkey to the human. Thus, multiplication of the LCR may have occurred at least 21-25 million years ago. We also investigated the frequency of the 4.7-Mb inversion in the general Japanese population and found that the allele frequency for the 8p23 inversion was estimated to be 27%.